The etiology of fecal incontinence (FI) is multifactorial, 1-6 stool volume and liquidity, rectal compliance, rectal inflammation, sensory and motor functions of the rectum and anal closure mechanism, all may play important roles. Several studies show that in majority of the patients, weakness of the anal closure mechanism is a major factor in the pathogenesis of FI. 7, 8 The internal anal sphincter, external sphincter, and the puborectalis muscle contribute to the anal closure mechanism. Studies show that 70% or more of the resting anal 
canal pressure is related to the internal anal sphincter (IAS) and the remainder due to the external anal sphincter (EAS). Recent studies also show that the increase in anal pressure with voluntary squeeze is due to the puborectalis (PRM) and EAS in the proximal and distal halves of the anal canal, respectively. 9 The pressure increase related to EAS contraction is much larger than related to the PRM. The 3 anal closure mechanisms are anatomically overlapping structures, 10 and it may be difficult to know the precise contribution of each of them by recording anal pressures using intraluminal pressure recording probes, that is, manometry technique.
A number of studies show that in majority of FI patients, the anal canal pressure during voluntary squeeze is lower as compared to normal subjects pointing toward the weakness of the EAS as the major cause of FI. 7, 8, 11 However, the manometry techniques used to record anal canal pressure in those studies were not "state of the art." High-resolution anal manometry (HRAM) is the most widely used technique to measure anal canal pressure. 12 More recently, 3D-high-definition anal manometry (HDAM) has also been used by several investigators. [13] [14] [15] [16] The 3D-HDAM probe is 10 mm in diameter, and it has 16 rings of pressure sensors spaced 6 mm apart with 16 sensors in each ring. The advantages of 3D-HDAM over conventional HRAM are that it provides detailed information on the anal canal pressure profile, such as the area of the HPZ, circumferential and axial pressure asymmetry, the parameters that may be useful to assess the anal closure function. 13 The functional luminal imaging probe (FLIP) is another novel technique to assess anal closure function. 17 It records changes in luminal diameter/cross-sectional area during distension of the anal canal. 18 Investigators have used distensibility of the anal canal as an important parameter to distinguish FI patients from normal controls.
The distensibility is defined as a ratio of the luminal cross-sectional area (CSA) to pressure. Studies have found that anal canal distensibility is higher in FI patients compared to normal subjects. 14, 17, 19 We recently reported that in addition to using the peak pressure from the HDAM recordings (as used by Gourcerol) , circumferential and axial asymmetry of the anal pressure profile, and area of the anal HPZ may be useful parameters to distinguish patients from the normal subjects. 13 Leroi et al. performed both, 3D-HDAM and FLIP, studies in a cohort of patients with FI and controls to determine whether one technique outperformed the other in distinguishing the two groups. 14, 20 The limitation of their studies is that (a) the data analysis was not blinded, and (b) they did not use "state-of-the-art" machine-learning tools and permutation of features to determine the best parameters that may distinguish two groups.
In this comprehensive and detailed analysis, we address three lingering questions: (a) in terms of clinical diagnosis, are the two modalities (ie, Endoflip and HDAM), sensitive, specific (or both), (b) complementary, and (c) what are the optimal features in each modality that discriminate healthy subjects from patients suffering from FI. We use unsupervised learning, 21 using advanced machine-learning techniques, and include new feature sets (parameters) in both modalities to determine whether there exist naturally occurring patterns among healthy subjects and FI patients that clearly separate the two groups, without any prior knowledge of subject classification (ie, healthy vs FI). We test different permutations of features and similarity metrics and recommend the optimal features from each modality that achieved the optimal diagnostic result.
| MATERIAL S & ME THODS

| Subjects
The details of the patient population and controls have been reported previously by Gourcerol et al. 14 (See File S1). We will focus on the details of the comprehensive data analysis, the novel aspect of our study. Briefly, thirty-two female patients with history of FI and thirty-eight healthy female subjects were recruited at the Physiology Unit of Rouen University Hospital (France) for this prospective study. All patients had suffered from FI for more than 
Key Points
• High-definition anal manometry and functional luminal imaging probe (Endoflip) are two novel techniques to assess the anal closure function; however, their sensitivity and specificity in diagnosing fecal incontinence (FI) are not clear.
• We used machine-learning tools to determine the ideal parameters provided by HDAM and Endoflip and performed blinded analysis on a group of FI patients and normal subjects to determine the sensitivity and specificity of two techniques in diagnosing FI. Our data show that both of these techniques are moderately sensitive but highly specific in the FI diagnosing, but they are not complimentary.
• We provide ideal parameters that are useful in distinguishing FI patients from controls when using HDAM and Endoflip. Our findings highlight the significance of defective anal closure function as a major contributor to the pathophysiology of FI.
were not were pregnant or breastfeeding. The two groups were matched for age, parity, and BMI.
| EndoFLIP assessments
The distensibility of the anal sphincter was determined using the EndoFLIP® system (Crospon Ltd, Galway, UK). The probe consists of a two-lumen polyethylene tube with an outer diameter of 3 mm.
It contains an array of 17 ring electrodes placed at 4-mm intervals that measure electrical impedance to estimate the CSA at 16 points, 5 mm apart. The CSA measurements were performed over an 8-cm-long zone. A 12-cm-long bag mounted on the probe was designed to be filled to a maximum diameter of 25 mm. The intrabag pressure was calculated using a solid-state pressure transducer placed inside the bag. The CSA measurements and pressures were sampled at 10 Hz and were stored in the data acquisition system.
The EndoFLIP® probe was inserted in the rectum, while the subjects were in the left lateral position. Before using the system, air was removed from the probe and the baseline intrabag pressure was set to zero. The EndoFLIP® probe was inserted, with two detection electrodes remaining visible outside the anal verge. During the experiments, the probe was held in place manually. The bag was filled with 10, 20, 30, 40, or 50 mL of a conductive saline solution at a rate of 40 mL/minutes. The resting measurements were recorded for 30 seconds, following which the subjects were asked to squeeze at the end of each distension. ented with the marker on the probe pointing to the dorsal aspect of the subject, and it was held in place manually during each procedure.
| 3D High-resolution manometry
Maneuvers were performed with a standard sequence that included a 30-s recovery period between each maneuver: rest-anorectal pressures were measured with the subject relaxed after 15-min rest period; squeeze-the subject was instructed to squeeze the anal sphincter as strongly and as long as possible (two attempts).
| Data analysis
For HDAM, descriptive statistics (minimum and maximum pressure, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 quantiles, interquartile range), shape (area, symmetry), ratio of peak squeeze pressure over rest pressure, difference of peak squeeze pressure and rest pressure, and textural features, 22 characterizing the spatial relationship of pixels in the HDAM highpressure zone (HPZ), were extracted. Below, we discuss some of the important features:
F I G U R E 1 ASI illustration, (A-C) the original raw unfolded image is flipped horizontally, and the results subtracted from it, producing the top right subtracted image panel. Note, the binary ASI (D-F) is also extracted in a similar way; however, this time only the binary mask prior to the calculation
| Anal symmetry index (ASI)
In geometric terms, the binary ASI determines how much a given HPZ is symmetric (eg, circle/square have perfect symmetry [ASI = 0] assuming only horizontal and vertical rotations). A gray-scale ASI is a measure of the shape differences along with the difference in pressures within the region of anal canal (see Figure 1 ). 13 Carrying out the above process produces four features for a single HDAM-image HPZ (ie, binary and gray-horizontal and vertical ASIs).
| Textural features
Texture is a measure of the variation in the intensity (in this case pressure in the anal canal HPZ zone) of a surface (Figure 2 ), quantifying properties such as smoothness, coarseness, and regularity. For Endoflip, permutations of pressure and CSA (ie, multiplication, division (also known as the distensibility index), combination, or individually) at both rest and squeeze were tested for 40 and 50 mL balloon distensions, that is balloon distensions that produced luminal diameters larger than the FLIP probe diameter during squeeze.
Finally, each clustering was scored based on the actual subject labeling, using external evaluation (Rand index 23, 24 ). The Rand index is similar to accuracy in measuring predictive performance.
| Unsupervised learning
Unsupervised learning is a type of machine-learning algorithm used to draw inferences from datasets consisting of input data without labeled responses (in our case heathy and FI subjects). The most common unsupervised learning method is cluster analysis, 25 which is used for exploratory data analysis to discover hidden patterns, structure or grouping in data. In other words, we would like the individuals within a group (eg, healthy) to be close or similar to one
another, but dissimilar from individuals in the other group.
In our simulations, we use three prominent clustering methods to analyze the Endoflip and HDAM data: (a) exclusive clustering (using K-means algorithm 26 ), (b) hierarchical clustering, 26 and (c) probabilistic clustering [using Gaussian mixture models (GMM)]. In the first case (ie, exclusive clustering), data are grouped in an exclusive way, so that if a certain subject belongs to a definite cluster (eg, healthy group), it could not be included in another cluster (ie, FI). On the other hand, in hierarchical clustering the goal is to build a multilevel hierarchy of clusters by creating a cluster tree. The clusters are modeled using a measure of similarity, which is defined upon metrics, such as Euclidean or probabilistic distance. Finally, probabilistic clustering methods use a completely probabilistic approach to grouping.
We employ the aforementioned methods to divide the input data into two distinct groups (ie, Normal and FI). For a detailed overview of each method, the interested reader is referred to the appropriate references.
22,25,27
| K-means clustering
K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that solve the well-known clustering problem. In K-means clustering, the data are partitioned into K (eg, two in our case), distinct clusters based on distance to the centroid of a cluster. The algorithm starts with an initial solution, which is iteratively improved until a local minimum is reached. 
| Hierarchical clustering
Hierarchical clustering works by grouping data objects into a tree of clusters (also known as dendrogram). This method uses hierarchical decomposition of a given set of data objects. Every cluster node contains child clusters; sibling clusters partition the points covered by their common parent. Such an approach allows exploring data on different levels of granularity. 
| Gaussian Mixture Models
The GMM-based clustering algorithm explores a probabilitycentered approach to clustering. The most widely used clustering method of this kind is the one based on learning a mixture of Note, the pressure profile at rest and squeeze in the subject, and distribution of pressure in the anal high-pressure zone, which are markedly different between normal and patient (see Video S1 for a sample dynamic Endoflip reconstruction for both a normal and FI patient). Figure 5 shows the box plot of the HDAM rest and squeeze images, including both median and mean(shown in circles) in each of the normal and patient subjects (each HDAM image has been converted into a single column vector of m rows, where m is 16 × 16).
| RE SULTS
| Clustering
Unsupervised classification (blinded) was carried out using the feature sets, clustering methods, and distance metrics, as described in the methods section. As the feature space was highly dimensional (ie, the simulations consisted of the use of 3 clustering methods, with 3 different distance metric along with combination of different feature permutation in each modality), only the top ten metrics with the highest accuracy (ie, Rand Index 30 ) were selected for further processing. Sample clustering results are shown in Figure 6 for both HDAM and Endoflip, using the k-means algorithm. In this figure, Endoflip misclassified 16 out of 70 subjects (both normal and patients), using Endoflip features at rest (pressure, CSA and CSA/pressure at both 40 and 50 mL), and this number dropped in F I G U R E 3 (A) A sample subject undergoing through the Endoflip stepped volume distension protocol. The subject was asked to perform a voluntary contraction following a 30-s rest period. The pressure change for this recording is shown as the red waveform, and the surface topograph represents the change in the balloon diameter. The changing colors from dark blue to yellow illustrate increasing diameter. The subject squeeze can be identified from the peaks of the red line, and the corresponding reduction in diameter of the anal canal and color change toward dark blue on the diameter topograph. (B) Boxplots showing the distribution of diameter values at 40 ml and 50 ml across the two groups, (C) Boxplots showing the distribution of balloon pressure values at 40 ml and 50 ml across the two groups the HDAM to 12 using the 9 textural features. Figure 7 shows a bar plot of the features used (ie, textural features for HDAM and multiplication and division of pressure and CSA at 40 and 5 mL for Endoflip) and their statistical significance from each other in each modality.
Once the output of each clustering method is known, the resulting labels from each approach (ie, clustering method, distance metric, and feature set) are summarized in a table (ie, confusion matrix), from which four conditional probabilities are computed: true-positive rate, or sensitivity, which corresponds to the probability of a positive (or abnormal) result in a diseased individual; true-negative rate, or specificity, that is the proportion of good items predicted as such; false-positives rate, or 1-specificity, being the probability of a negative (or normal) result in a healthy individual; false-negatives rate, corresponding to the proportion of bad items predicted as good. Columns 3 and 4, in Table 1 , show the best performing clustering methods, alongside the distance measures, and feature sets that produced the highest scores in each modality. Among the clustering methods, probabilistic clustering did not reach the top 10, and the results were dominated by the k-means algorithm, and hierarchical in a few instances. In terms of distance metric, the Cityblock distance produced the best results, followed by the cosine similarity distance.
F I G U R E 4
Sample reconstruction of both HDAM and Endoflip modalities for both a normal and FI patient. For HDAM, aside the unfolded version of the cylindrical reconstruction, the 3D extruded HDA version is also shown. For Endoflip, cylindrical reconstruction of the diameter variation is shown for both rest and squeeze states. Note, the variation in topology between the two groups, especially the higher diameter baseline for the FI patient 
| Intramodality
| Endoflip
The best clustering result produced a sensitivity of 56% (44% −68%) and specificity of 97% (90%-100%). The latter was obtained using the combination of the ratio of CSA over pressure (ie, distensibility index) at 40 and 50 mL at rest, which had significantly better specificity (P < 0.001) than using pressure at 50 mL, although there was no difference in sensitivity (P = 0.68).
At squeeze, the combined 40 and 50 mL CSA/pressure ratio also produced the highest clustering index, resulting in a sensitivity of 59% (47.0%-71%) and specificity of 89% (79%-96%). However, the sensitivity and specificity (P = 0.34, P = 0.11, respectively) of CSA/pressure ratio were not different compared to pressure at 50 mL during squeeze.
F I G U R E 6 (A) Sample clustering results using K-means, for Endoflip using a combination of rest features, namely p40, CSA40, p40/ CSA40 & p50, CSA50 and p50/CSA50. (B) Sample clustering results using K-means, for the textural features described in Figure 5A . Note, for visualization purposes the actual multidimensional space has been projected to only three dimensions (x-y and z-axes) 
| HDAM
Clustering using textural information at rest yields a sensitivity of 69% (56%-79%) and specificity of 97% (90%-100.0%). It also had significantly higher specificity compared to using only the maximal pressure at rest (P < 0.001), but not sensitivity (P = 0.07). During squeeze, the combination of all features was significantly different in specificity than using maximal pressure alone at squeeze (P < 0.001),
but not sensitivity (P = 0.07).
| Intermodality
For both modalities, features extracted at rest produced the best clustering result index. Clustering results using the optimal features
were not significantly different with respect to sensitivity or specificity (P > 0.05). Optimal Endoflip feature set differed significantly in specificity compared to HDAM maximal pressure at both, rest (P < 0.001) and squeeze (P < 0.001). The optimal Endoflip features (ie, CSA to pressure ratio at 40 and 50 mL) were different in sensitivity to just using max-rest HDAM pressure (P < 0.01), but not maxsqueeze HDAM pressure (P = 0.35). Endoflip using pressure at 50 mL gave the highest sensitivity for this modality, however, it was not different in sensitivity compared to max HDAM rest pressure (P = 0.15).
| Combining HDAM and Endoflip
After the unsupervised classification and scoring stage, with access to the actual labeling we determined outliers in each group. Among the best clustering results, from the 70 subjects (32 normal and 38 patients), there were 15 outliers (1 normal misclassified) in the Endoflip group and 11 outliers (1 normal misclassified) in the HDAM.
Ten of the 15 outliers were shared by both modalities (see table in File S3). Whether the combination of best performers in each modality improved upon the result was also determined. The best scoring achieved was combining the HDAM textural features at "rest" alongside the CSA/pressure "rest" ratio of Endoflip at 40 and 50 mL, using k-means method, which yielded a sensitivity of 0.69 and specificity of 0.97. There was no significant difference with the optimal performers in each modality. The above was also carried out for the same features during squeeze, which gave sensitivity of 0.63 and specificity of 0.826. The combination of rest and squeeze textural HDAM features and CSA to pressure ratio at 40 and 50 mL was fed to the clustering TA B L E 1 Summary estimates of sensitivity and specificity of the top performing clustering results, indicating the sensitivity and specificity, accuracy with corresponding 95% CIs algorithms. It achieved a sensitivity of 0.66 and specificity of 0.79, which underperformed compared to the individual modalities.
| D ISCUSS I ON
We used the "state-of-the-art" unsupervised machine-learning techniques, on a set of data captured by Gourcerol et al. 14 case-controlled study and hence a limitation of the database that we used. Our study was not designed to determine the etiology of the FI or anal sphincter dysfunction, which may be considered as a limitation of our study. However, our study underscores the importance of defective anal closure function in the pathogenesis of idiopathic variety of fecal incontinence. Whether the defect in the anal closure function is neurogenic or myogenic or both, we cannot tell.
From the clinician point of view, we wish for all our diagnostic tests to be highly sensitive as well as highly specific. Anal manometry, as a part of the diagnostic work for FI, has been in use for a long time, it is reassuring to know that manometry is a fairly sensitive and highly specific test. The new "kid on the block", that is, Endoflip is equally sensitive and specific as well. Both are relatively simple tests, and if the costs were comparable, one can use them interchangeably. It is clear though that these tests are not complimentary. The requirement for an ideal screening test for a malignant condition is that it should be highly sensitive. On the other hand, for a benign condition like FI it may be acceptable for the tests to be less sensitive as long as they are highly specific. It is likely that the reason for the lower sensitivity (compared their specificity) of the anal sphincter function testing by Endoflip and HDAM to diagnose FI is related to its multifactorial etiology.
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